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By EARL HOLZ 	 request for a special prosecutor to con- a more detailed analysis, which further Harvey Oswald, acting alone, assassi. 	The firm has measured the velocity 1961 enabled the Cambridge fins to fog 
The House Assassination Commit- tinue the investigation after the strengthens the possibility of a fourth nated Kennedy by firing three shoo and distance of the third shot's sound low the bullet's path from the Bound on 

tee decided Tuesday to seek fending panel's term expires this month. 	shot that would not have come from from a rifle on the sixth floor of the waves and determined that It came a tape recording after the missile left 
for a computer analysis of the Cheri. 	The new acoustical evidence came the direction of the book depository depository, striking the president from a rifle—not a pistol m previously the gun's male. The Abraham 
L. Bronson film that may show two per. from a Cambridge, Mass., firm. The behind the president, The News has twice. 	 thought — and treveled at a distance &Trader fills, which Mowed the presh 
sons in the sow-ailed assassin's window firm told the committee last September learned. 	 Dr. James Barger, chief scientist equal from the wooden fence atop the dent's heed being slammed bock Os 
of the Texas Schoolbook Depository four shots probably could be chstin- 	Committee spokesmen said they with the Cambridge group, told the grassy knoll in Dealey Plaza to the pros- lently on impact of a bullet or bullets, 
minutes before President John Ken- guished from impulses on a Dallas could not comment about the closed committee his firm has refined its anal- idential limousine, sources mid. 	was used to precisely time when the 
nedy was assassinated. 	 police radio tape recording made dur- hearings, which were Monday and ysis of the third of four shots suppos 	The timing would have had the slug third of four shots was fired and the 

The decision for a scientific exami ing the shooting in Dealey Plaza on Tuesday. 	 edly heard on the police tape. The striking the president's head at about spot the limousine was on Elm Street. 
nation of the film colocidm with new Nov. 22, 1963. 	 The Cambridge firms latest find- recording was made when a police the same time he was hit in the head 	The developments in the kyear-old 
acoustical evidence of a possible con. 	The firm of Bolt, Beranek & New. mugs  further challenge the Warren motorcycle transmitter button was left from behind by another shot. 	• 	investigation occurred as committee 
OPMK7 and a possible  committee men has presented the committee with Commission's 1964 conclusion that Lee open for five minutes in Dealey Plans. 	Scientific expertise not existing in 	 See RR yam on Page 7A. 
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